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FACIAL ANIMATION 

Make a face animation with various facial expressions. Add 

background and extra items that fit into the scene you are creating. 

ANIMATION 

STORY 

I used some time on figuring out what I would like to animate. But then I figured out ill 

animate a joke. Hopefully it will be funny.  

JOKE 

San < Dad. What does it mean to be gay? 

Dad < That means to be happy. 

San < are you gay? 

Dad < No san. I’m married  

 

MODELING 

I didn’t want to use too much time on modeling. I only model 

enough to show the scene.  

I modeled a plane with sweater texture for the kid and a shirt for the 

father. The background is only a plane with colors on. 
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PROGRAMS 

3D MAX 

I used 3d max for the modeling and the rigs.  

PHOTOSHOP 

Photoshop I used for the textures  

CAMTASIA 

Camtasia I used for combining the sound and animation on the end.  

ADOBE PREMIER 

I put the movie I animated after inside Adobe Premier so I could see the frame I was 

animating after. 

RIG 

I used a cartoon rig that was available at the school pages.   

EXPOSURE SHEET 

I did write down all the animation frames for where I started to where I ended. This 

helped allot with animating. The only thing I see later is I shod have been drawing 

drawings as well for having the same sound and planning the look of every sound better. 
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COMPARE TO OTHER 

This animation was really well. I shod have seen this before I started animating. He has 

used much more than I have of the different facial expression. He has a good flow and 

that is funny. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bJtfiBv3fII 

The one who made this forgot to make it breath. It as wel did have its head to still. The 

eyes as well didn’t have a good combination. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dkQsF9wBsDU 

PRINSIPELS OF ANIMATION 

I used: 

*squish and stretch I used when I open the mouth and closed it. Or when I put the lips in 

an O shape.  

* Pose to pose (frame by frame), making one after another. That makes my animation 

more fluid motion.  

I think it was really hard finding different techniques that I used on my face animation.  

But I do have 2 techniques I know I used. 

KONKLUSJON 

I feel I did well for being my first face animation. There is some things I know I 

shod have done different now, but the only way to learn how to do it is to fail. I 

did use more time than I planned on this, and on the end I didn’t manage to 

render the file in 2080 x 720, it render but changed the pixels to less. But after 

some time I found out how to do it. But I’m happy with the project. The good thing 

about animating is your never finished learning. There is always more.  

BLOG  

  

 http://kittytoft.com/2013/11/22/face-test-agen-p/ 

 http://kittytoft.com/2013/11/07/face-animation-update-2/ 

 http://kittytoft.com/2013/11/01/face-animation-2/ 

 http://kittytoft.com/2013/10/04/face-animation/ 

 http://kittytoft.com/2013/08/30/face-animation-update/ 

 

REFERANSER 

Principles of animation - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/12_basic_principles_of_animation 

Principles of animation - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3cdZtbCrDfU 
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http://kittytoft.com/2013/10/04/face-animation/
http://kittytoft.com/2013/08/30/face-animation-update/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/12_basic_principles_of_animation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3cdZtbCrDfU

